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Appendix A-2 

 

1. Background 

 

1.1. This report summarises the findings from the audit of Quality Assurance of Statutory Accounts. This was a planned audit assignment, which was 

undertaken in accordance with the 2018/19 Audit Plan.  

 

1.2. Quality Assurance of Statutory Accounts is important to the organisation because the Statement of Accounts (SoA) summarises the Council’s 

financial performance and position on an annual basis.  The accounts must be prepared in accordance with the Code of Practice on Local 

Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2016/17 (the “Code”) supported by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Grant 

Thornton are responsible for formally auditing the SoA.  This ensures “the Council's financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial 

position of the Council and its income and expenditure for the year and whether they have been properly prepared in accordance with the CIPFA 

Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting” [The Audit Findings for Copeland Borough Council - Year ended 31 March 2017]. 

 

2. Audit Approach 

 

2.1. Audit Objectives and Methodology 

 

2.1.1. Compliance with the mandatory Public Sector Internal Audit Standards requires that internal audit activity evaluate the exposures to risks 

relating to the organisation’s governance, operations and information systems.  A risk based audit approach has been applied which aligns to the 

five key audit control objectives which are outlined in section 4; detailed findings and recommendations are reported within section 5 of this 

report. 

 

2.2. Audit Scope and Limitations 

 

Audit Scope 
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2.2.1. Internal Audit agreed the Scope with management prior to the commencement of this audit review.  The Client Sponsor for this review was 

Steven Brown (Chief Finance Officer and S151 Officer) and the agreed scope of the audit was to provide assurance over management’s 

arrangements for governance, risk management and internal control in the following areas: 

 Sample testing to verify that transactions during the period the Financial Management System was offline because of the cyberattack are 

reflected in the General Ledger; 

 Implementation of Grant Thornton’s Action Plan recommendations (March 2018 Audit Findings report) with particular reference to the 

closedown process, quality assurance and timeliness of fixed asset valuations and reporting; 

 Year-end procedures are clearly defined with timescales specified and responsible officers assigned to all tasks; 

 

Audit Limitations 

 

2.2.2. There were instances whereby the audit work undertaken was impaired, by the availability of information and this may have had a bearing on 

the audit findings. The areas affected were: 

 Close down processes for the 2016/17 SoA have been reviewed to identify improvements.  However, the cyberattack in August 2017 has 

meant that higher priority pieces of work has resulted in these improvements not being able to be incorporated into the 2017/18 process;  

 The Council has not submitted their draft financial statements to Grant Thornton by the statutory deadline of the 31st July.  This is the third 

year in a row where the deadline has been missed.  Key Council Officers attended a meeting with Central Government on 17/10/18 to 

discuss a technical accounting issue.  This related to capitalising expenditure caused resulting from the cyberattack, which requires 

ministerial approval.  Once a decision has been received the Chief Finance Officer will be able to complete and submit the (currently 

provisional) 2017/18 Outturn reports to the Executive, in the meantime progress will continue with the SoA work; 

 As the work on the SoA is at an early stage, Internal Audit have been impaired by the availability of information: 

o Internal Audit have been unable to verify whether: 

 Disclosure notes, critical judgements and estimations have adequate supporting documentation; 

 Working papers meet the requirements agreed with the external auditor; 

 The undertaking of analytical review processes (although these are incorporated in the close down timetable); and 

 The undertaking of reconciliations between the Fixed Asset Register and the financial ledger and the balance sheet, to 

ensure all the assets are recorded in the register and/or in year additions, deletions or amendments are correctly recorded. 
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o Control account reconciliations were being undertaken (as at 11/10/18).  Internal Audit are unable to assess whether they have 

been completed in a clear format that enables the nature and validity of reconciling items to be determined or whether senior 

officer review is evidenced. 

 A review of Grant Thornton Audit Findings 2016/17 – March 2018 recommendations on Pentana Performance (as at 16/10/18) shows that 16 

have been implemented, two are within the agreed Target Date and four are Overdue. The year-end close down timetable includes specific 

reference to five Grant Thornton audit recommendations and other recommendations are incorporated into the various tasks; 

 A Strategic Finance Accountant stated that the work on the opening balances needs to be reviewed to reflect issues which have been 

identified with the classification of some detail codes within Total finance management system [AR-AC_062 Ensure that the General Ledger 

is properly configured and that the correct detail codes are used to bring forward balances correctly to the new financial year]; and 

 The previous interim Finance Manager would have received emails in relation to the in-year asset valuation reports and sales notifications; 

however, at the time of Internal Audit testing these had not been identified and actioned in relation to the fixed asset register. 

 

3. Assurance Opinion 

 

3.1. Each audit review is given an assurance opinion and these are intended to assist Members and Officers in their assessment of the overall level of 

control and potential impact of any identified system weaknesses.  There are 4 levels of assurance opinion, which may be applied. The definition 

for each level is explained in Appendix A. 

 

3.2. From the areas examined and tested as part of this audit review, we consider the current controls operating within Quality Assurance of 

Statutory Accounts provide Reasonable assurance, with consideration given to the issues identified at 2.2.2.    

 

 Note: as audit work is restricted by the areas identified in the Audit Scope and is primarily sample based, full coverage of the system and complete 

assurance cannot be given to an audit area. 

 

4. Summary of Recommendations, Audit Findings and Report Distribution 

 

4.1. There are three levels of audit recommendation; the definition for each level is explained in Appendix B.  
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4.2. There are 4 audit recommendations are arising from this audit review and these can be summarised as follows: 

 

 

 

4.3. Strengths: The following areas of good practice were identified during the course of the audit: 

 Charted Institute of Public Finance and Accounting guidance is being used to assist in making the close down process more efficient. The 

Disclosures Checklist will be reviewed towards the end of the process to ensure that all areas are covered; 

 Close down packs were issued to budget holders in a timely manner and with clear instructions;  

 Procedures were in place to identify income and expenditure which should be accrued at year-end; 

 Supervision is in place and work priorities monitored; 

 Finance officers attended a briefing on the requirements of External Audit and a three-day maximum response time for responding to their 

queries is the target.  Staff are aware of the requirement to ensure that working papers provide sufficient detail to reduce the number of 

queries; 

 Fixed Assets are subject to a 5 Year valuation review and this is supplemented by desktop reviews of those assets which are not included in 

that years valuation programme; 

 Internal Audit sample testing of 11 Normal Journals, 10 Prior Period Journals and 3 Journals over £30k found that they had all been 

appropriately authorised; 

No. of recommendations 

Control Objective High Medium Advisory 

1. Management - achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives achieved (see section 5.1.) - 3 - 

2. Regulatory - compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts (see section 5.2.) - 1 - 

3. Information - reliability and integrity of financial and operational information - - - 

4. Security - safeguarding of assets - - - 

5. Value - effectiveness and efficiency of operations and programmes  - - - 

Total Number of Recommendations - 4 - 
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 Internal Audit testing to reconcile to Total financial management system samples chosen from Payroll records, manual Creditor Authorisation 

Request invoices and Civica Cash Receipting Full Transaction Listing Reports (which incorporate Council Tax, NNDR and Debtor payments) for 

September 2017 to March 2018 found: 

o 25/25 - Payroll Cheque Listing transactions reconciled; 

o 25/25 - Payroll Salary payment transactions reconciled; 

o 15/15 - Creditor Bankline transactions reconciled; 

o 25/25 - Manual Creditor Authorisation Requests reconciled. 

o 25/25 - Civica cash receipting transactions reconciled to TOTAL. 

 

4.4. Areas for development: Improvements in the following areas are necessary in order to strengthen existing control arrangements: 

 

4.4.1. High priority issues: 

 No issues identified. 

 

4.4.2. Medium priority issues: 

 Business continuity arrangements do not include succession planning or the mitigation of risks associated with the absence/resignation of key 

officers; 

 The year-end timetable has not been updated to reflect the delays in the SoA process; 

 Current Finance officers do not have experience in Real Asset Management software and, during Internal Audit testing, were unable to access 

the software; and  

 The Authorised Signatures file has not been updated to reflect the current management structure. 

 

4.4.3. Advisory issues: 

 No issues identified. 

 

Comment from the Chief Finance Officer and S151 Officer 

The primary focus of this audit was to provide independent assurance that when the Financial Management System was offline because of the 
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cyberattack that transactions are reflected in the General Ledger. I am pleased that the sample test revealed no anomalies. Some information 

was not available at the time of audit due to delays that ultimately led to delays in the production of the accounts these have since been 

prepared.  

 

Comment from the Head of Governance and Commercial and Monitoring Officer 

Due to the timing of this audit, there were a considerable number of audit limitations. There is no evidence of any significant level of errors, but 

due to the current flux and transition of the Finance Department, I would recommend a further audit is carried out in Q3 2019/20. 

 

Comment from the Chief Executive 

The past 16 months have been challenging as a consequence of the devastating cyberattack.  We accept the recommendations of the audit and 

are confident that with the in service improvements we are making already, and in our new staffing arrangements, we are laying firm 

foundations that will support continued improvement in Finance.  I would hope this would be reflected in the Quarter 3 (Q3 - 2019/20) audit. 
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5. Matters Arising / Agreed Action Plan 

 

5.1. Management - achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives. 

●  Medium priority 

Audit finding Management response 

(a) Business Continuity 

The Finance Department Business Continuity plan, reviewed 17/07/18, identified creditor 

payments, insurance, treasury management and cash management/banking as high priority tasks. 

The plan focuses on the loss of premises and/or ICT systems but does not include arrangements to 

cover succession planning or the absence/resignation of key officers.  This has been highlighted by 

the resignation of a Strategic Finance Accountant, prior to completing the SoA. 

 

The departures of the interim Finance Manager and the previous Strategic Finance Technician have 

highlighted weaknesses within succession planning.  Where time is limited for handover, especially 

in finance, where understanding of the Total finance management system causes issues including 

those related with period end.  Testing also confirmed there is nobody with experience in the use 

of the Real Asset Management software (see 5.1 (c) below), which is used for recording the 

Council’s assets for the Statement of Accounts. 

 

Agreed management action:  

Considerable work and focus has been placed on 

succession planning as part of the production of 

the 2017/18 SoA; with training and support from 

CIPFA, Linked Assets and the County Council. The 

reporting structure of the team has also been 

reviewed to ensure improved accountability, 

knowledge transfer and communication.  

The Business Continuity plan will be updated to 

reflect these changes. 

Recommendation 1: 

When departmental business continuity plans are reviewed corporate consideration should 

include the adequacy of succession planning arrangements and the mitigation of associated risks. 

Risk exposure if not addressed: 

 Succession planning arrangements are not in place; 

 The loss/absence of key staff has a detrimental impact on service provision; 

 Knowledge of software systems is restricted to a minority of key officers. 

Responsible manager for implementing:  

Chief Finance Officer 

Date to be implemented: 

31/01/2019 
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●  Medium priority 

Audit finding Management response 

(b) Closedown Work Plan and Timetable 

Internal Audit received a copy of the “Year-End Timetable 2017-18 – Copeland” spreadsheet on 

11/10/18.  The timetable includes a detailed list of required tasks with deadlines and 

responsibilities delegated to specific officers.  

However, as stated at 2.2.2, work on Statement of Accounts is at its initial stages and work on 

completing the provisional Outturn reports is the priority.  We reviewed the current timetable and 

found it to be satisfactory in content, but the timetable has not been kept up to date to reflect the 

delays in the closedown process.  

Staff are holding weekly meetings to discuss work priorities and record these on the office 

whiteboard rather than the spreadsheet. The resignation of a Strategic Finance Accountant will 

also need to be reflected within the assigned tasks. 

Agreed management action:  

The production of the SoA has not been 

significantly impaired by the delay in the 

provisional outturn reports; however, finalisation 

of the ‘capitalisation request’ will impact on the 

SoA.  

Recommendation 2: 

Review and update the year-end timetable once the provisional Outturn reports are completed 

and work on the Statement of Accounts can progress. 

Risk exposure if not addressed: 

 Roles, responsibilities and deadlines are not updated to reflect the current situation; 

 Allocated tasks are not carried out due to the incorrect allocation of duties; 

 Key tasks are not carried out in the correct sequence causing delays. 

 

Responsible manager for implementing:  

Chief Finance Officer 

Date to be implemented: 

30/11/2018 
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●  Medium priority 

Audit finding Management response 

(c) Real Asset Management Software 

The Council carries out a rolling programme of revaluations to ensure that Property, Plant and 

Equipment assets, that require measurement of current value, are:  

 Revalued at intervals of not more than five years; and 

 Reported in the Balance Sheet at a carrying amount that does not differ materially from that 

which would be determined using the assets current value at the balance sheet date. 

 

Investment Properties and Assets Held for Sale are also revalued annually. 

 

The Statement of Accounts will include details of the Council’s assets, including property, plant and 

equipment, heritage assets, investment property.  The Finance department has previously used 

Real Asset Management software to record the asset valuations, componentisation and 

depreciation charges. 

 

However, the recent staff departures has resulted in current staff having no experience in the use 

of this software. During Internal Audit testing on 11/10/18, staff were also unable to access the 

software.  Further staff departures has resulted in the loss of an Officer with experience of the 

accounting treatment for depreciation.  Errors in the use of the software may go unnoticed due to 

current Officers lack of experience. 

 

Agreed management action:  

Following completion of the onsite audit work, the 

Fixed Asset System (RAM) has been reviewed. 

Following discussions with colleagues that have 

since moved away from using RAM and the 

inexperience in the team of using RAM a decision 

has been made to use spreadsheets to record the 

asset valuations, componentisation and 

depreciation charges. This approach is consistent 

with neighbouring authorities that have also 

moved away from using RAM. 

Recommendation 3: 

Finance officers should ensure they have access to the Real Asset Management software and 

receive appropriate training in the use of the software. 
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Risk exposure if not addressed: 

 Staff are unable to access, or have a lack of training in using, the asset register software; 

 Changes in asset classification, revaluation, componentisation and depreciation are not 

reflected; 

 Errors in the use of the Real Asset Management software causes the valuations and 

depreciation to be misstated; 

 Officer inexperience in the software package results in errors not being identified and resolved. 

 

Responsible manager for implementing:  

Chief Finance Officer 

Date to be implemented: 

Implemented with immediate effect 
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5.2. Regulatory - compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts. 

●  Medium priority 

Audit finding Management response 

(a) Authorised Signatories 

Internal Audit testing of journals identified that the Authorised signatories file is not up-to-date, 

does not reflect the new management structure and the introduction of Heads of Service roles. 

Although the Chief Finance Officer has been added, (Head of Service limit up to £75k), the Head of 

Corporate Resources needs their approval limits amending from their previous role (Budget Holder 

limit up to £30k) and the Head of Governance and Commercial needs to be added. 

Agreed management action:  

Agreed 

Recommendation 4: 

Review the Authorised signature file periodically to ensure it reflects the current management 

structure and current staff in post. 

Risk exposure if not addressed: 

 Authorised Signatures file does not reflect current management structure; 

 Journals are incorrectly actioned because of a lack of authorisation and review. 

 

Responsible manager for implementing:  

Chief Finance Officer 

Date to be implemented: 

31/01/2019 
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Audit Assurance Opinions 

There are four levels of assurance used; these are defined as follows: 

 

Definition: Rating Reason 

Substantial  There is a sound system of internal control designed to achieve the 
system objectives and this minimises risk. 
 

The controls tested are being consistently applied and no weaknesses 
were identified. 
 
Recommendations, if any, are of an advisory nature in context of the 
systems and operating controls & management of risks. 

Reasonable There is a reasonable system of internal control in place which should 
ensure that system objectives are generally achieved, but some issues 
have been raised which may result in a degree of risk exposure 
beyond that which is considered acceptable. 

Generally good systems of internal control are found to be in place but 
there are some areas where controls are not effectively applied and/or 
not sufficiently developed.  
 
Recommendations are no greater than medium priority. 

Partial The system of internal control designed to achieve the system 
objectives is not sufficient. Some areas are satisfactory but there are 
an unacceptable number of weaknesses which have been identified 
and the level of non-compliance and / or weaknesses in the system of 
internal control puts the system objectives at risk. 
 

There is an unsatisfactory level of internal control in place as controls 
are not being operated effectively and consistently; this is likely to be 
evidenced by a significant level of error being identified.  
 
Recommendations may include high and medium priority matters for 

address. 

Limited / None Fundamental weaknesses have been identified in the system of 

internal control resulting in the control environment being 

unacceptably weak and this exposes the system objectives to an 

unacceptable level of risk. 

Significant non-compliance with basic controls which leaves the system 
open to error and/or abuse. 
 
Control is generally weak/does not exist. Recommendations will include 

high priority matters for address. Some medium priority matters may 

also be present. 
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Grading of Audit Recommendations 

Audit recommendations are graded in terms of their priority and risk exposure if the issue identified was to remain unaddressed. There are three levels of audit 

recommendations used; high, medium and advisory, the definitions of which are explained below. 

 

Definition: 

High ● Significant risk exposure identified arising from a fundamental weakness in the system of internal control 

Medium ● Some risk exposure identified from a weakness in the system of internal control  

Advisory ● Minor risk exposure / suggested improvement to enhance the system of control 

 

 

Recommendation Follow Up Arrangements: 

 High priority recommendations will be formally followed up by Internal Audit and reported within the defined follow up timescales. This follow up 

work may include additional audit verification and testing to ensure the agreed actions have been effectively implemented. 

 Medium priority recommendations will be followed with the responsible officer within the defined timescales. 

 Advisory issues are for management consideration. 
 


